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Abstract
Genes and gene trees have been extensively used to study the evolutionary relationships among populations, species, families

and higher systematic clades of organisms. This brought modern Biology into a sophisticated level of understanding about the

evolutionary relationships and diversification patterns that happened along the entire history of organismal evolution in Earth. Genes

however have not been placed in the center of questions when one aims to unravel the evolutionary history of genes themselves.
Thus, we still ignore whether Insulin share a more recent common ancestor to Hexokinase or DNA polymerase. This brought modern

Genetics into a very poor level of understanding about sister group relationships that happened along the entire evolutionary history

of genes. Many conceptual challenges must be overcome to allow this broader comprehension about gene evolution. Here we aim to

clear the intellectual path in order to provide a fertile research program that will help geneticists to understand the deep ancestry
and sister group relationships among different gene families (or orthologs). We aim to propose methods to study gene formation

starting from the establishment of the genetic code in pre-cellular organisms like the FUCA (First Universal Common Ancestor) until

the formation of the highly complex genome of LUCA (Last UCA), that harbors hundreds of genes families working coordinated into
a cellular organism. The deep understanding of ancestral relationships among orthologs will certainly inspire biotechnological and

biomedical approaches and allow a deep understanding about how Darwinian molecular evolution operates inside cells and before
the appearance of cellular organisms.

Keywords: Ancestry of Orthologs; Ancestry of Gene Families; Gene Genealogy; FUCA; LUCA; Origins of Life; Gradualism; Evolutionary
Biology

Introduction
Genes and gene trees have been extensively used to study the

evolutionary relationships among populations, species, genus,

families and higher systematic clades of organisms. Here we aim to
propose an inversion in the standard line of reasoning and meth-

odology regarding this issue: in order to reconstruct the deep evolutionary history and understand the common ancestry of ortholog
genes, genes must be taken in the center of evolutionary questions.

Under this inverted line of thought, we will use species as tools to
allow a deeper understanding about the evolutionary systematics
of ortholog genes and gene families.
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Although we know today that humans share a more recent
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Starting from these putative first genes, a new method must be

common ancestor to cows than fishes, for example, we still ignore

developed to understand the forward evolutionary process that

the history of appearance and the intricate pattern of evolution

Darwinian evolution from FUCA to LUCA must be therefore pro-

whether the gene Insulin share a more recent common ancestor
to Hexokinase than to DNA polymerase genes. This means that
and sister clade relationships between genes and gene families is
largely unknown by contemporary researchers.

Evolutionary systematics of genes often goes merely until the

level of gene families and do not scales up in taxonomic hierarchy
to allow a deep understanding about the ancient origin of genes in

the past. Many conceptual challenges must be overcome to allow
this broader comprehension about gene evolution. First, we need

allowed the production of the few hundred gene families encoun-

tered in LUCA genome (355 gene families according to) [5]. The
posed based on specific mechanisms and considering gradualist

assumptions. These studies will lead into a more profound understand about what a gene is; and we will propose here two analogies

as (i) gene-as-species and (ii) gene-as-organ to provide an episte-

mological basis into a better understanding about the very nature
of genes.

Ancestral genes reconstruction for each family of orthologs

to go back in the history of life into a time before cellular organisms

should be produced and evolutionarily classified in clusters and

(Last Universal Cellular Ancestor) by some [4]. A recent top-down

will take on account ordered information encountered in both 2D

existed. The very first cell is normally considered to be LUCA, the
Last Universal Common Ancestor [1-3], better named as LUCellA
work trying to reconstruct the genome of this last cellular ancestor

by looking into genes conserved in the three domains of [5] identified that these organisms possibly presented at least 355 gene

clades. To accomplish this challenge, it may be necessary to go be-

yond sequence-based approaches and use innovative methods that
and 3D structures of RNAs and proteins.

The gene-as-species analogy will also implicate in reinterpret-

families operating to produce a highly complex metabolism [6]. We

ing cells as highly complex nano-ecosystems of interacting mol-

– as the first dogma for the emergence of biological systems [7,8].

lation dynamics, etc. The deep understanding of ancestral relation-

have previously named this epistemological challenge – to get our
understanding back from LUCA, considering a pre-cellular world

Second, we need to understand that genes cannot be named

by a single molecular function as suggested today by internation-

al committees [9] such as the HGNC Guidelines for Human Gene
Nomenclature [10,11]. This brings immediately into a teleological

idea that genes have evolved to accomplish specific molecular or
biological functions. As anti-teleological by essence, Darwinism

ecules. Thus, ecological concepts must be inherited by molecular
biology, such as mutualism, niche construction, competition, popu-

ships among orthologs will certainly inspire biotechnological and
biomedical approaches and allow a deep understanding about how

the cell environment and the Darwinian molecular evolution operate molecularly.

Teleological challenge
The teleological thought is related to the study of the ends or

must be better integrated into Genomics. Genes are actually highly

purposes of something. In western philosophy the term is applied

more properly and clustered in higher systematic clades.

specific ends is an important ground to differentiate between (i)

complex entities with multiple, moonlighting activities [12,13],
and they must be understood under a wider perspective, named

This comprehension needs that we go back into the origin of

first genes when nucleic acids started to interact with proteins in

mutualism [14,15]. The First Universal Common Ancestor (FUCA)
produced the first genes just after the maturation of an initial ge-

netic code and the process of protein synthesis [16]. These first
FUCA genes were most likely encoding ribosomal proteins, primi-

tive tRNA-aminoacyl transferases and other proteins that helped
the Translation system to stabilize and get more chances of being
maintained [17,18].

more specifically to the understanding about the final causes of the
universe. The question whether universe is operating to achieve
science and philosophy, from one side; and (ii) religious beliefs,

from another. Greek thinkers were theists and Aristotle described
end or purpose as the fourth cause; the others being matter, form

and agent. According to the fourth cause, things just exist because

there has been a reason (God) that brought them to existence. Inheriting the Aristotelian idea, the natural philosophy tradition saw

the organisms existing in Earth as degenerations of ideal organ-

isms existing in the mind of God. The demiurge was an artisan-god

responsible to imagine perfect organisms in his creative, omnipo-
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tent mind. With that wonderful view, this human-like god sculpted

ment, performs a posthoc judgment. The individual was already fit-

In our current world of facts, however, a more daily use of tele-

tremely controversial at his time; as it keeps being controversial

about our lives require the use of teleology and a Nietzschean will-

Darwinism also invited naturalists to question the fitness and ad-

these perfect forms in clay and brought them to life in the real
world with His divine blow.

ology is fare and helpful. Each day, we wake up, make plans and go
forward to accomplish them step-by-step. Reasoning and planning
ing to put them in action. Therefore, the search for causes and pur-

poses guides our life in society. These current daily-life facts and
reasons make the teleological though so hardwired in our neural

network of thoughts and feelings that is extremely hard to think
counter wise.

Nevertheless, modern science cannot accept the teleological

thought to drive their ends. Under the materialist, nihilist view of
the contemporary scientific reasoning, everything that happened
in the history of the universe is contingent and might not have
been. The idea of contingency looks to the past and explains the

present by events occurring in the past, not by directional and intentional God-like forces shaping things to be.

In the history of Biology, the teleological thought has been very

recently expurgated from Academia. Until about the year 1850, the

most prominent biologists kept explaining the existence of beings

by the desire of God. Eminent scientists and natural philosophers
from the XVIIIth century like Carolus Linnaeus (1707-1778) and the

Comte de Buffon (1707-1788) believed in that explanation. JeanBaptiste Lamarck (1744-1829) thought explicitly that organisms

evolved in a way to modify their organs and structures to achieve
specific goals and was probably one of the most enthusiasts of the

ted and has been selected because of its fitness.

It is clear to understand why the Darwinian though was ex-

nowadays. Abolishing the needs of a God to explain the origins of

biological organisms (and the origins of men), the interpretation of
aptation of organisms face environments. Instead of focusing in the
wonder about nearly perfect fitted organs and structures found in

organisms, Darwinism brought to light the enormous complexity of
biological systems. Ecological relations among organisms in nature
happen under a very narrow equilibrium, near to the imperfection,
disorder, randomness and chaos. Any modification on the fine tune
of ecosystems can lead to deaths and extinctions; as it has been

happening along the entire history of biological evolution in Earth.

Darwinian thought therefore turned Biology into mechanistic and
materialistic, and it is going to become reductionist with the development of biochemistry, genetics and molecular biology.
The gene-for-function challenge

Even if the whole purpose of beings cannot be traced to any

higher forces after Darwin, some subtle uses of teleology can still
be found in modern sub-disciplines of Biology such as anatomy, de-

velopment biology, and genetics. This way, the teleological thought

keeps being used to explain the origins and functions of organs;

and also the origins and functions of genes and proteins as it was
the raison d’être of these entities: but under a Darwinian perspective they were not originated for anything.

Biologists and biologist teachers/professors keep confusing (i)

teleological thought in Biology. Even Charles Darwin (1809-1882)

“why it has appeared” with (i’) “why it has been maintained”. The

gated around the world.

should change the term function for biological role [20]. This seems

was educated to accept this view, but something went wrong when
he tried to rationalize what he has seen when the HMS Beagle naviIn 1859, with the publication of “The Origin of Species” by Dar-

win, Biology underwent a deep modification on its roots and paved
its way to become a modern science [19]. The Darwinian though
is anti-teleologic par excellance, abolishing any need for causes.

problem is so serious that Ernst Mayr (probably the most eminent

evolutionary theorist from the XXth century) suggested that we

to be the case once the latter indicates that the gene or organ might
perform also other roles and dilutes the feeling of having one sole
reason of existence.

What needs to be clarified is the fact that function explains

Natural selection is that incredible force at the hard core of Dar-

merely why the evolutionary process has maintained an organ or

already exists in any population and, together with the environ-

ogy, in order to understand why a given organ and/or gene was

winian theory that chooses the individuals that are already fitted.

The selection operated by nature is based in the variability that

a gene. Function may have nothing to do with the primary causes
about how it aroused for the first time. In this gene-as-organ anal-
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originated, one needs to overlook its modern function and tries to
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to accomplish a specific function, it will most likely be used in mul-

study how this entity aroused, i. e., what was its history of develop-

tiple ways.

do much more than that.

another sort of natural kind, such as a cow. We hope most readers

ting broader over time. Beadle-and-Tatum’s idea of one gene-one

tion of a cow seems as awkward as asking the function of a gene.

ment. Also, the suggestion that an organ has a single function is

clearly reductionistic; organs may have a main role, but they can

The comprehension about genes’ and proteins’ functions is get-

enzyme was very important at their time [21], but it has been refuted since long with the broad understanding of alternative splicing, for example. Even if we cannot define precisely what a gene
is, it is clear that they are complex entities that present multiple

aspects, interact in different forms with different compounds and

have never evolved to accomplish any specific function in a teleological sense. Maybe it has achieved a partial function by chance
and that function got better under selective pressure, but it has not
been designed to anything.

In the last years, many proteins thought to have a single func-

tion were shown to present multiple functions, these are being
described as moonlighting proteins [22-25]. It seems that genetic
community is accepting better the fact that moonlighting effect is
actually the general rule for the action of genes and proteins. It is

getting hard to find an enzyme that presents one single and specif-

It maybe that a better entity to be compared to the gene should

will agree that a gene is more similar to a cow than a screwdriver.
And then we ask: “what is the function of a cow?” Asking the func-

Under this gene-as-species analogy, or the naturalist analogy, genes

should be viewed as biological species-like entities that perform
ecological functions inside a cell. This view also supports the understanding of Biology as a fractal organized system on which the

gene is to the cell as the species is to the environment. Biology pres-

ents different levels and layers, but its logic operates under similar
patterns of organization on each level.

Contrarily to these questions and reinforcing the longstanding

idea that each gene has one single function, HUGO Gene Nomencla-

ture Committee (HGNC), the entity responsible to propose guide-

lines for gene naming in humans, suggests: “if possible, names
should be based on function”. Shall we ask back: “which of them?”.
The natural history of genes

In order to understand the origin and diversification of genes

ic role in the cellular environment. It is coming the time when re-

we must look into the scenarios that lead to the initial organiza-

pressed in different locations in the cell; they can be (ii) expressed

been the RNA. Thus, these molecules capable of self-replication and

searchers that try to associate a gene/protein with one single role
will sound extreme reductionist. Genes and proteins can be (i) ex-

in different tissues; can (iii) interact with different cofactors; they
can sometimes (iv) form dimers, oligomers; (v) participate in the
formation of higher complexes; they (vi) present multiple domains
and sites for binding and interaction; (vii) they are target of alternative splicing and/or cleavage; (viii) can be controlled by microRNAs and; (ix) can act as epitopes to the immune system. Every
gene encodes a moonlight protein.

Following that reason we should take on serious account the

criticisms of Stuart Kauffman to the notion of function in Biology

[26]. He makes a good point when he asks: “What is the function
of the screwdriver?” Even if humans use screwdrivers mainly to

screw screws, this tool has multiple functions and can be used in
numerous ways. The screwdriver example denotes clearly that

even if something has been teleologically designed by an engineer

tion of the biological systems. In the mostly accepted contemporary
view, it has been proposed that the first informational molecule has
catalysis have produced an initial pre-cellular metabolism under an
RNA-world [27-29].

Also, the first genes have been produced as RNA molecules that

have been duplicated to generate other genes. This process of early
gene evolution is in accordance with the current process on which

new genes appear nowadays. The origin of new genes is undergone

by a process of duplication of an ancient gene and further modifica-

tion of either one or both duplicates. Under these scenarios genes

can subfunctionalize, neofunctionalize or extinguish [30,31]. Genes
can also gain or loose specific parts or domains.

What must be notice in those scenarios is that, independently of

the path followed after duplication, all gene products have a common origin and, therefore, it can be possible to trace the evolutionary history of gene lineages; at least under theoretical grounds. At
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this point, the process of cladogenesis of a new gene is similar to
the path on which a population gives rise to a species. Thus, we fall

again into the gene-as-species analogy, allowing us to understand

and inherit the same concepts here. Thus, the same assumptions
used to categorize species under taxonomic and systematics ba-
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deeply comprehend the ancestry relationships among species and

higher species’ clades, enlightening our understanding about the
evolutionary pattern of kinship among cellular organisms.

However, this evolutionary hierarchical classification is com-

sis shall be used for genes [8]. After the current theorization on

pletely lacking when we think in the evolutionary history of genes.

complete tree of sister clade relationships among ortholog genes,

ture. In part, this happens due to a methodological problem, that

these matters, the application of this knowledge alongside with

the development of new methods will allow the production of the
elucidating the gene tree of life in Earth and allowing geneticists to
understand the ancestry of ortholog gene families.
The ancestry of orthologs

Other consequences from the gene-as-species analogy consists

in the recognition of genes as entities that evolve inside a cell that

are made of DNA, RNA, and proteins that interact with the most

different metabolites under a highly complex intracellular ecological-like environment. In that sense, this analogy invites us to consider each gene as a different species; and we might go further to

consider DNA, RNA and protein as different morph types along the

maturation of an organism; such as egg, embryo and adult, for example [32]. The role of a gene, let’s say the Insulin the in cell, might

be seen as analogous to the role of the cow in the ecosystem. The

role of each individual cow is to be compared to the role of each
individual insulin molecule in a cell.

And then we come to one of the most interesting corollaries of

the gene-as-species analogy: with the advance of species’ system-

Genes are well studied nowadays, but evolutionary investigations
about their ancient history of descent are nearly absent in literais: as the information content present in nucleic acid molecules is

limited, the very same nucleotidic base (on a specific position in a

given gene) can mutate so many times that the these recurrent mu-

tations (named homoplasy) avoid the knowledge about the ancestral state of the molecule, bringing noise into the evolutionary account of gene ancestry using sequence-based analyses. Therefore,

DNA and RNA sequence data are considered nowadays as too noisy
to allow the reconstruction go far in the past. On the other hand,
the use of other polymorphic features beyond sequences may allow

a more trustworthy classification, such as (i) 2D and 3D structures

of RNAs and proteins, (ii) presence of conserved motifs and signatures, (iii) binding of cofactors, (iv) codon usage, (v) presence of
ancient codons (RNY) (Shepherd, 1981) and amino acids (Gly, Ala,

Ser) and many other molecular characters. These features will need
to be evaluated with precision to allow a bona fide construction of a

reliable character-state matrix that will permit a somewhat precise
classification of gene descent relationships.

Contemporarily, normal science in evolutionary biology denies

atics, we know reasonably well what is the ancestry relationship of

the use of different gene families in a single tree. According to the

humans are common members of the Class Mammalia. However,

view of gene evolution and whether we extend the time to the past,

the cow to almost any other species. For example, it is very clear

that cows are more related to humans than to fishes, as cow and

we have absolutely no idea about the ancestry relationship be-

tween, for instance, Insulin, Hexokinase, phosphofructokinase or
DNA polymerase genes.

The gene-as-species analogy makes one immediately imagine a

system of hierarchical evolutionary classification of genes’ in trees;

such as we recognize nowadays for species. We know reasonably
well which species compose a genus, which genera compose a family, which families compose an order, which orders compose a class,

which classes compose a phylum, which phyla compose a kingdom

and which kingdoms compose a domain under the history of life in

Earth. Evolutionary-based systematics (of species) allowed us to

standard view, genes must be homologs (orthologs) to allow tree
reconstruction. We understand that this rule represents a narrow
it becomes clear that different orthologs will also share a common
gene ancestry.

Also, gene-tree reconstructions have been performed to answer

questions about species’ relationships. This is a paradigm that must
be overcome to allow the understanding of deep evolutionary rela-

tionships amongst orthologs. Figure 1 suggest how new gene trees
should be built under the current proposal.

The changing of the conceptual framework proposed here will

need new methods that must make profit of the use of species

(from the most different taxa) in order to understand the evolution-
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ary relationship of genes. We want to know all the evolutionary

With sequence-based approach we can understand the most recent

ent evidence that LUCA’s genome should contain about 355 gene

help us to cluster gene families into older relationships of ascen-

order on which genes arouse since FUCA until LUCA, i. e., from the

first to the last universal common ancestor. Weiss., et al. [5] pres-

families. On the other hand, we conceptualized that FUCA probably

produced the first genes that were most likely parts of the larger
ribosomal subunit [15] and accessories to the initial formation of
the protein synthesis apparatus and the genetic code. But what

happened with gene evolution from FUCA to LUCA? How the bio-

histories of gene formation, mainly working with genes that were
originated in recent species’ clades. Protein structures can also

dance. Thus, services like CATH [33] and SCOP [34] have not been

scrutinized as important sources of ancient gene ancestry relationships, but they clearly contain data to allow such reconstruction.

More ancient relationships can be possibly glimpsed using

chemical pathways of LUCA have been assembled? How stabilizing

methods currently available to the production of ancestral genes.

told.

of the first genes. Using different levels into the parameter of Com-

proteins that built the ancient ribosome and the genetic code were

co-opted to produce metabolic pathways? This is still a story to be

Farias and collaborators [32] have shown that the production of

ancient sequences of tRNA could reveal features to the formation

plete Deletion to build gene ancestors under maximum likelihood
approaches, the works of Farias’ group are demonstrating that it is
actually possible to rebuild the ancestral core of molecules in order

to better understand their evolution. The production of ancestor
molecules must be done with precision though, using appropriate
models of nucleotidic evolution.

As expected, proteins possibly evolved by the risen of inefficient,

error-prone catalytic sites. Adding new amino acids that formed

new stabilizing layers through the mechanism of accretion has further protected these inefficient catalytic peptides. Natural selection

acting molecularly would further allow the formation of protected
Figure 1: An illustrative evolutionary tree to understand the
ancestry of orthologs. Different orthologs (or gene families)

should be OTUs (operational taxonomy units) in gene-centered
trees. Boxes indicate the proposal of gene clades higher than

catalytic sites that achieved better chemical efficiency and stabilized back the whole system. This way, specialized enzymatic activities or sites for molecule binding may have been created.

Conclusions

In order to rebuild the ancient history of gene descent, we need

families based on evolutionary classification. Understanding deep

to put the question about genes in focus when building evolution-

knowledge can provide important clues to understand the origin

emergence of biological systems, when the genetic code started to

evolutionary relationships among genes is crucial to understand
the origins of life and the emergence of biological systems. This

of multimeric complexes and biochemical pathways in both preLUCA and post-LUCA scenarios, with possible applications for
biotechnology and biomedical innovations.

ary trees. To do that, we must understand that most genes are de-

scendants of a first encoded gene that has been originated at the

be established in the pre-cellular organism named FUCA. Although
genes can arise by different mechanisms, the most accepted form is
by divergence after duplication.

At the time of FUCA, the first encoded genes were most likely

Although it is nowadays missing a good method to understand

some sort of proto-ribosomal proteins that stabilized the relation-

analyses can indicate more recent relationships between orthologs.

such as tRNA-aminoacyl transferases and protein factors have been

the deep evolution of genes, there are a couple methods that can

be already used with reasonable certainty. First, even sequence

ship between RNAs and oligopeptides encoded by them [15,32].

It is likely that genes involved in the process of Protein Synthesis,
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the first encoded genes, even if more recent and efficient proteins
replaced some of them further.

This means that genes can be understood to be evolutionary

linked in the past under a tree-shaped pattern. We must also con-
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der each morphotype, genes relate with the environment differently, interacting with different molecules, answering different stimuli
and producing different outputs to the environment.

The knowledge about the stepwise transitions that make the

sider the possibility that gene modules and motifs have been the

initial genes from FUCA to produce the complex genome of LUCA

virus-like agents [32]. These events make the past history of genes

that the production of ancestral genes and the study of RNA and

actual agents of evolution. It is clear that the shuffling of motifs and

functional modules happened as genes evolved, mainly helped by

highly complex to be measured and evaluated. Besides, considering
the prominent role of lateral transference in pre-cellular entities

(progenotes) [35], it is possible that multiple evolutionary paths

evolved simultaneously during the initial formation and maturation of genomes. Nevertheless, a significant part of gene evolution

was made of duplications of ancient genes that passed through
process of mutational divergence and further sub/neo- functionalization. Whole biochemical pathways can be explained to evolve

by sub-functionalization and specialization of specific activities of
binding and catalysis. Starting with the random formation of in-

efficient catalytic sites with enzymatic activity, the duplication of
an initial gene that bound and modified some molecule very inefficiently may have evolved into two new genes. In one of the new
copies, a more precise and specialized binding could evolve; while

in the other, a catalytic site could ameliorate after random muta-

tions and natural selection. This seems to be the principle of sub/
neo-functionalization and a number of examples do exist evidenc-

ing this mechanism as a common path for the evolution and engineering of genes [36,37,38].

Regarding gene nomenclature, our proposal here is that genes

must have proper names or; alternatively, they should be classi-

fied in binomial types such as species and possibly they can be

(with 355 gene families) urge to be studied. Even if we do not have

good methods today to get into this sort of knowledge, it is clear

protein structures will allow many gene clades to be constructed.
Step by step, the whole scenario will be known. Maybe in a few

years or dozens of years from now we will be able to better understand the deep ancestry relationships among orthologs. This will

certainly make clearer how the biochemical pathways were built

gene by gene. And then, intelligent design advocates will need to
find other arguments than the therefore refuted irreducible complexity [39,40].
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